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12 On the landscape’s
memory
and the path to it
Martin Kuna

The following chapter1 introduces a publication created within the AMCR project as an
output aimed at the general public. Even though there are a number of archaeological encyclopaedias and guides in the Czech Republic, the book described here – the Archaeological
Atlas of Bohemia – differs from all of them in several aspects. It aims not only at introducing
the reader to a set of “ready-made” information on archaeological sites, finds and research, but
also at teaching people how to find archaeological remains in the landscape on their own, how
to perceive them and understand the logic of their message. To fulfil these tasks, the book is
equipped with a comprehensive introduction, new detailed maps, coordinates for GPS and
new, professionally-processed colour photographs. The publication is also accompanied by a
website (http://www.archeologickyatlas.cz) from where the maps can be downloaded,
together with other information like full-text bibliography and reports. By means of QR codes
the data on individual sites can be easily read by smart phones. The book summary and the
English version of the website also represent the very first guide to the archaeological sites of
Bohemia in English.
The Atlas presents 105 archaeological sites in Bohemia. With the exception of a few places
with important archaeological excavations and museums, an emphasis has been put on sites
with preserved archaeological monuments visible on the surface, whether in the form of
terrain relief features or the ruins of buildings. The presented selection was specifically
assembled to capture the typical sites in a wide variety of forms, functions and dating. In this
publication, archaeological monuments are considered in a wide time range, from Palaeolithic
caves to villages abandoned after World War II.2

1

The text of this chapter is an edited version of the article published in Zprávy památkové péče (“Reports
on Monument Care”; cf. Kuna 2015).

2

The team of authors consisted mostly of staff of the Institute of Archaeology CAS. It comprised 8 archaeologists – authors of texts (Martin Kuna, Alžběta Danielisová, Dagmar Dreslerová, Jan Hasil, Josef Hložek,
Michaela Langová, Jan Mařík, David Novák), a GIS specialist (Čeněk Čišecký), a photographer (Zuzana
Kačerová) and technical workers who processed specific information such as coordinates of navigation
points, the description of access to the site, etc. (Eva Čepeláková, Judita Korteová, Dana Křivánková, Petra
Maříková Vlčková, Zdeněk Mazač, Jitka Říhová).
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12.1 INTRODUCTION
“In the dark woods there eternally rests the nameless tribe that had ruled these regions more
than two thousand years ago and then disappeared without a trace. In the eerie twilight of the
forest, the attention of a pilgrim is attracted by cone-shaped tombs, covered with moss ... proclaiming that people of one blood, one faith gathered here to rest side by side in the same way
as they had lived... As the millennia had flown over our fatherland, the memory of the past
disappeared; but these silent monuments to ancient times still speak to us in a way that is
warmer than many written descriptions of bloody fights, because love and faith emanate from
them and peace hovers over them.” (J. L. Píč, 1900).
Prehistoric barrows described above by one of the founders of Czech archaeology represent an archetypal example of archaeological remains in the landscape.
However, many other archaeological traces of various shapes, dating and original
functions surround us. They form part of the contemporary landscape, but are not
related to us and in today’s society they are lacking any clear purpose. It seems as if
the landscape has its own memory, longer and more reliable than the human one,
and uses it for keeping the imprints of past events. They were forgotten by men, and
in order to be revived, they need to be rediscovered. When this happens, the
archaeological monuments preserved can present us, as witnessed by the quotation
above, not only some information about the past but also a more general message.
The fact that the message (and to a large extent also the information) does not stem
from those “silent monuments of ancient times” but from us ourselves does not
change much. The “silent monuments” just provide us with an irreplaceable inspiration and an opportunity for a specific reflection of our own lives that would not
occur without them.
Czech society treats its archaeological sites worse than they deserve and what is
required in terms of running a modern society. This state of affairs has a long tradition. Archaeological features were commonly demolished already in the 19th century
and their contents were spread over fields without much attention, even though it
was already known that these were the remains of ancient times. Even archaeologists
failed to treat their monuments well: in contrast to the emotionally-tuned quote at the
beginning of this chapter, the majority of barrows at the beginning of the 20th
century were destroyed by archaeological digging (even by the author of the quote
himself), stripped of all valuable contents and abandoned in the state left by the last
of the diggers. Therefore, today, these monuments often do not resemble burial
grounds but rather battlefields littered with craters from shells. Experts continued to
apply this approach until recently, and it is only in the last two decades that an
ethical norm to return the excavated site to the same condition as before the excavation has become the standard.
Many things have recently changed for the better, but the state of emergency and
the overly rapid disappearance of archaeological heritage still continue. The landscape as a whole is being widely deprived of its archaeological contents in illegal
raids by metal detector users, and the state, despite the clear voice of the Act, seems
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unwilling or unable to do anything about it. Sites on farmland are continuously
damaged by deep ploughing and relief features hidden in forests are damaged by
logging. The property rights of the landowners on archaeological sites – naturally
incontestable in modern European society – are interpreted in absolute terms and
taken out of the natural “right to the past” context that belongs to society as a whole.
In many cases (especially those from the circle of the latter mentioned), there is
perhaps no ill intention, only ignorance and indifference. The interest of the general
public regarding archaeological discoveries usually lasts for a television broadcast
of the famous Venus of Dolní Věstonice accompanied by a submachine gun-wielding
escort or speculation on the astronomical orientation of megalithic structures somewhere on the other side of the world. On the contrary, we rarely pay any attention to
the relics of the past in our own garden – unless we see them as a burden, which
should be disposed before it is noticed by inquisitive archaeologists.
However, sometimes professional archaeologists have also failed as managers of
cultural heritage. Compared to the European average, relatively few archaeological
sites in the Czech Republic are listed as cultural monuments, and the declaration
process of new sites is very cumbersome. An effective evidence system of archaeological sites is lacking. More precisely, it is being built (cf. the contents of this publication), albeit rather slowly and in spite of the heritage management system;
communication between those who know about the monuments and those who
manage or own them is not part of the common and state-sponsored agenda.
Generally speaking, the public that can effectively protect archaeological monuments
in everyday life not only does not know them but also does not know how and why
they should be protected.
Are we losing something? Most probably yes. We are losing the possibility to think
about the temporal dimension of the landscape in which we live and which we are
creating; the evidence of the relativity of our own perception of the world; support
for our fears that the world is changing; the ability to read our environment through
indirect material signs; to grasp the risks of hasty interventions in the landscape and
their irreversible consequences. Last but not least, we are losing the awareness of a
commitment to the future – even we were once the future for those who were living
here before us. If we realize this, the long forgotten purpose of the “silent monuments”
can re-emerge, albeit in a new incarnation.
And still, there is something else. There are situations in which the path to knowledge is as important as the knowledge itself. The consumption of finished knowledge about the world around us is indeed commendable work, but may not be
enough. It is often more important and can enrich us more if we set out on the
journey to the sources of knowledge on our own to see which way the path actually
leads and where the sources are. This may be true for several reasons, but also
because if we have obtained such skills we may later intervene by ourselves, and this
is precisely what the interest of the omnipresent archaeological heritage requires.
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12.1 ARCHAEOLOGICAL ATLAS OF BOHEMIA
As already mentioned, the aim of the Archaeological Atlas of Bohemia (Fig. 12.1; Kuna
et al. 2014, 2015) is not only to provide information about selected archaeological sites
but also to bring readers to the landscape, to show them how the archaeological
remains look like and how they can make sense to a visitor. “To embody a piece of
archaeologist in every reader” may be a somewhat exaggerated wording from the
book’s introduction, but in principle it describes our intention quite precisely. The
book provides information about 105 selected archaeological sites in the country. This
group includes about four dozen prehistoric and Early Medieval hillforts, a dozen
barrow cemeteries of the same dating, several deserted medieval to modern villages,
medieval castles, manors and manorial farms, mining areas (prehistoric quarries,
medieval placers), military field fortifications as well as other types of archaeological
sites.
In individual structured chapters, the Atlas provides basic information about the
importance and history of the selected sites, conducted archaeological fieldwork as
well as the interesting finds unearthed there. The authors, however, tried hard to
ensure that the reader not only gains this information in its uniqueness and particularity, but also as a reference to more general characteristics of the archaeological
record in the landscape and the different ways in which such knowledge can be
found, understood and explained. If the Atlas has managed to achieve this goal, then
it is a feature which could differentiate this book from other guides and encyclopaedia that have been published to date in the CR.

Fig. 12.1 Cover of the Archaeological Atlas of Bohemia publication.
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The above-mentioned point of view also influenced the title of the publication:
instead of “guide” the term “atlas” was chosen. This term corresponds better to our
concept not only by its definition (atlas – “a set of maps related to purpose, theme and
scale…”), but also by its other meaning – atlas as “the key for determining” a particular type of phenomena of the outside world, such as, for example, mushrooms,
flowers or clouds. On a certain level, this was something the Archaeological Atlas
would like to achieve.
This intention also corresponds with the general introduction to the book, explanations of professional terms at the end of the book as well as eight thematic boxes
in the text. The thematic boxes focus on the most current topics that may be related
to the perception of archaeological traces in the landscape (archaeology and space,
remote sensing, the concept of landscape, natural sciences, sacred places) and several
others (the right to the past, the objectivity of history, etc.).
The first task of the Atlas is to enable the reader to independently find the selected
archaeological sites in the landscape. This actually may not be as easy as it seems at
first glance. There is usually no problem with finding a large enclosed site on a
hilltop; many sites, however, do not consist of distinctive features, they are located in
the middle of the forest and covered with vegetation. The Atlas offers for each site two
to three maps of different scales (indicative road map, access – tourist map and a site
plan) in a georeferenced form. Moreover, the Atlas also contains coordinates of the
so-called navigation points, situated mostly at the entrance(s) to the site. These data
can be entered into a mobile phone or a GPS tourist device and then used for navigation.
For each of the selected sites there exists in the scientific literature a series of drawings and plans. However, very often they were redrawn from earlier works with
information that was neither complete nor understandable, so that it is nearly
impossible to find the site with a plan like this in hand. In the process of compiling
the Atlas, many of earlier maps became a welcome aid,3 but they were always validated in the field, supplemented, georeferenced and re-drawn in a uniform manner
(Fig. 12.2). For many sites, LLS (LIDAR) images were used to verify the correctness
and accuracy of the final maps. The drawing of the maps became the most timeconsuming task in the process of Atlas preparation.
Attention was primarily paid, of course, to the archaeological contents of maps
and plans. It has become apparent that archaeology has no fixed system for the
cartographic display of its data, at least in the scales in which it was necessary to
work. Some point symbols in access maps were newly created, while others were
taken from a parallel system by the National Heritage Institute.4 A more elaborate
task was to design and draw the individual site plans: it was not possible to apply
3

In some cases earlier projects provided clearly more than just an “aid”. The authors like to express our
thanks to PhDr. J. Podliska, Ph.D. and his team from the National Heritage Institute for an outstanding
ready-made plan we were allowed to use in case of the complex site of Prague – Kunratice.

4

The gratitude of the authors belongs to Ing. arch. K. Kuča for his willingness to consult as well as provide
his designs.
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Fig. 12.2 Drahoňův Újezd, Rokycany district. Deserted village and the fortified manor of Rovný. An
example of a site plan and an airborne laser scan (LLS) processed in the form of a “local elevation
model.” A: Remains of Medieval homesteads; B: remains of Early Modern homesteads; C: mill(s);
D: fortified manor; E: manorial farm; F: pits caused by later mining activities; G: charcoal kiln platform;
H: remnants of ore roasting furnaces(?); I: ditch and bank demarcating Early Modern meadows;
J: hollow ways; K: field systems; L: quarry; M: pond bank; N: millrace. The original plan (according to
Vařeka 2014) was modified by D. Novák by using LIDAR data. The LIDAR image is based on data
provided by the State Administration of Land Surveying and Cadastre, Prague, processed by D. Novák.

conventional archaeological methods of relief representation (e.g. by fall lines) at the
scales that were needed. Therefore, new polygon symbols based on GIS tools had to
be designed for the anthropogenic relief features that were to be displayed. Moreover, these symbols had to be distinctive, unmistakeable and, if possible, aesthetic.
After a rather long debate, purple (violet) was chosen as the “archaeological” colour,
primarily because it is mostly not used for other types of features on conventional
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topographic maps. This colour (in various types of hatches) was used to display areas
of various relief forms (convex, concave, uneven, etc.) covered by vegetation; exposed
masonry is depicted in black. It is, of course, the ambition of the authors this system
becomes a standard in this type of archaeology; however this can only occur if the
future verifies its suitability (Fig. 12.3).
In order to save space, the maps do not have their own captions, but their content
is closely linked with the description in the main text. It forms (together with maps)
the most important part of the book’s contents and explains the places that the visitor is advised to examine (see Fig. 12.2). Field features recognisable on the surface
naturally had priority, while sub-surface features discovered solely by archaeological excavations are mapped and described only if it is necessary for understanding
the overall context of the site. The whole text is structured in sub-chapters, namely
those focusing on the overall significance of the site, its history (including its
archaeological research), site description, access routes (from the recommended
parking place) and their potential risks, bibliographical references and other details.
Symbols depicted in the introductory page footers of the chapters present basic
tourist information: the type of monument (remains of buildings, relief features, “sites
with a historical narrative”, etc.), the visibility of archaeological traces, difficulty of
the route (indicated by the colours that are used for ski slopes) and the recommended
length of the tour in kilometres. Instead of an accurate description of the situation,
these signs naturally document the apparent playfulness of the authors, and the
reader is therefore asked for a reasonable amount of tolerance.
The Atlas offers, particularly in the form of the so-called LIDAR images
(i.e. airborne laser scans, elevation terrain models; cf. Fig. 12.2), some insight into the
wide range of digital technologies used in archaeology. In combining these data with
old (historical) maps and other geo-information, now commonly available in digital
form, archaeology has obtained an extremely powerful tool for any future archaeological survey (cf. Fig. 13.2). This does not mean, of course, that archaeologists
mapping archaeological sites never have to go into the field again. A thorough study
of available digital sources before any field survey starts can, however, save much
time and money and bring more information than any other method used so far. One
can also assume that the evaluation of the digital maps, LIDAR images, orthophotos,
etc. in the near future will bring revolutionary changes in the evidence systems, in the
approach to the landscape as well as in wider theoretical models of archaeology.
Extensive databases of landscape features derived from old maps, LIDAR images
and other information sources are currently under development.
The most visually striking element of the Archaeological Atlas has been created by
its photographic illustrations. Most photographs were taken by the project’s staff,
but due to the task’s complexity it was necessary to seek the cooperation of other
authors, too.5 Every archaeologist can certainly confirm that indistinctive relief
features covered with vegetation rank among the least photogenic features you can
5

We are particularly obliged for the photographs taken by J. Marounek (NHI – Regional Office of Central
Bohemia). More of his photographs can be admired on his webpage http://www.stredovek.com.
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choose to document. Nevertheless, our aim was to capture photographic documentation in which the archaeological features are depicted both in their specific setting
in the landscape and with their characteristic details. In practice this meant taking pictures at close distance but at a wide angle. To prevent unnatural distortion of the
image by a wide angle lens, there is only one possibility offered today by advanced
programs for processing digital images: the virtual combination of a large number of
images into a single panoramic image (Fig. 12.4). This type of panoramas has proved
necessary at almost all the sites and, to a certain degree, created the visual identity of
the book.
One of the key discussions held in the process of creating the book concerned its
overall character. At the end, a rather costly option prevailed (wide format with
better quality paper for colour photographs), and the original alternative of a smaller
paperback guide that would be more convenient to take and use in the field was
eventually abandoned. However, a possibility to combine advantages of both solutions
appeared when new technologies were taken into account. The printed book was
Fig. 12.3 Map symbols of the Archaeological Atlas of Bohemia. Some of the symbols of the B category were designed by K. Kuča for the information system of the National Heritage Institute. A – Topographic features and landmarks (selection). 1: cart road; 2: field and forest path, footpath; 3: path
continues in this direction; 4: marked tourist paths; 5: end of tourist path; 6: educational trail;
7: recommended parking place / railway station; 8: tram stop / bus stop; 9: information panel;
10: signpost; 11: forest tree nursery; 12: forest clearing, operation forest aisle; 13: marsh; 14: important
(protected) tree; 15: vantage point; 16: lookout tower; 17: transmitter (pylon); 18: spring; 19: rocking
stone; 20: cave; 21: forester’s lodge; 22: statue, memorial; 23: cross, wayside shrine; 24: bell tower;
25: museum, open-air museum; 26: state border; 27: GPS navigation point. B – Archaeological features
and components (topographic maps). 28: features mostly covered by vegetation; 29: features with
visible masonry or brickwork; 30: site component area; 31: building; 32: village; 33: mill; 34: manorial
farmyard; 35: fortified manor, moated site; 36: fortified settlement, hillfort; 37: castle; 38: military
feature, field fortification; 39: pillbox (20th cent.); 40: ritual site; 41: church, synagogue; 42: church
ruins; 43: monastery; 44: monastery ruins; 45: graveyard, cemetery; 46: barrow cemetery; 47: quarry;
48: gold washing (panning) spoil heaps; 49: mining features (shafts, spoil heaps, depressions, etc.);
50: adit; 51: (large) spoil heap; 52: clearance cairn; 53: site border stone; 54: lime works, glassworks;
55: charcoal production platform, coal kiln; 56: field, field system; 57: deserted pond; 58: well;
59: battlefield; 60: area (cluster) of hollow ways. C – Relief forms on site plans. 61: convex feature;
62: linear convex feature (rampart, earthworks); 63: concave feature; 64: linear concave feature
(ditch); 65: uneven terrain, surface with features; 66: platform (“mirror”); 67: masonry, brick or stone
feature; 68: roofed-over feature; 69: assumed (reconstructed) masonry; 70: burnt surface; 71: field
boundary; 72: municipal boundary marked by relief; 73: relief edge; 74: anthropogenic relief edge
(terrace, lynchet, etc.); 75: probable (unclear) site periphery; 76: rock formation; 77: rock edge;
78: hollow way; 79: old river/stream; 80: old watercourse, millrace; 81: auxiliary line (division of
grounds); 82: archaeological trench; 83: barrow (preserved); 84: barrow damaged by trench;
85: dismantled barrow; 86: indistinct barrow; 87: cropmark (soilmark, etc.) mark on aerial image.
D – Site characteristics. 88: site with relief features; 89: site with important finds and/or archaeological
excavation; 90: ruins of stone/brick structures; 91: site with a historical narrative. E – Monument
visibility & approach difficulty level. 92: can´t be missed; 93: keep an eye out; 94: search needed;
95: blue – easy (solid road, no elevation); red – moderate difficulty (dirt road, hilly terrain); black
– engaging, difficult (steep slope, rubble surface, rocks, etc.).
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Fig. 12.4 Libomyšl, Beroun district. The fortified Hrádek manor in a photograph covering almost 180˚
of the horizon. The boundaries of the original shots used for assembling the panorama are highlighted
on the picture. Photo by M. Kuna, 2015 (not included in the publication).

organically expanded to a website with all the important information the user can
need in the field, namely maps, coordinates and basic texts (Fig. 12.5). Under these
circumstances, the book can afford to even be a bit over-sized and heavy, because it
is not necessary to take it along on the trip, where one can manage with only downloaded or printed maps on either paper or a smart phone or tablet.

Fig. 12.5 The site of Knížecí Pláně on the website of the Archaeological Atlas. The text and visual
information cover the screen’s left side (in this particular case there is an introductory view, a brief
description of the site and bibliographical references), while the right side is occupied by an interactive map enabling the selection of sites. On the tab labelled Sites, you can filter the monuments according to their dating, type and by full text search. The website was designed by the Atlas’ team of
authors, with the technical solution and implementation by Sinfin.digital.
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The user can gain access to the Archaeological Atlas website either through its homepage address6, or by using a mobile phone and the QR code displayed in the header
of each chapter/site (Fig. 12.6 left; for the homepage QR code, see Fig. 12.7). In addition to maps it is also possible to have a look at photographs (including those that
were not selected for the publication), as well as to download full text articles and
reports that accompany each site and contain additional information. Under favourable
circumstances (i.e. good eyesight of users and a sufficient GSM signal at a given site),
it is possible to visit the site with only a cell phone: after entering the coordinates the
device can navigate the visitors to the place, show them the necessary maps and site
plans and offer for study further literature or excavation reports directly at the site
(Fig. 12.6). At present, the website provides approximately two hundred full text titles;
in the coming months their set will be revised and expanded in an adequate quantity.
The maps and plans are currently available only as images, as the creation of georeferenced digital maps for the mobile phone environment is a relatively complex task:
however, the authors are also considering such a solution for the future.

Fig. 12.6 The internet application of the Archaeological Atlas of Bohemia on a smart phone. From
the left: (i) loading of the QR code from the book; (ii) introductory page of the České Lhotice site;
(iii) a plan of the same site, and (iv) downloaded source of additional information, in this particular
case an article from the Památky archeologické journal.

Fig. 12.7 QR code referring to the homepage of the Archaeological Atlas
of Bohemia website.

6

http://www.archeologickyatlas.cz; http://www.aatlas.cz.
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12.3 INNOVATION
Leaving aside the very application of digital technologies that permeate almost all
spheres of our lives, we would like to mention several other approaches of the
Archaeological Atlas that are so far not so common in the scientific or popular literature. One of them is the rather large degree of openness to the public. The Atlas
provides the public accurate information about a part of the cultural heritage, and this
may, in some cases, foster concerns about their possible misuse. Anyway, it should be
stressed here that this openness is intentional. Although there is, in our opinion,
archaeological information that should not be disclosed, either now or in the future,
their amount is so small that they do not concern a publication of our type. Everything else can and even should be published, because it represents information
obtained using public funds and, thus, the public is entitled to it.
Moreover, there is another reason for the openness. As mentioned above, the threat
of damage to archaeological sites in the CR is currently extensive and often intense.
Sometimes the damage is intentional, as in the case of metal detector users, sometimes it is merely the result of ignorance. In our opinion, both cases can be cured by
only one remedy – information. The tens of thousands of our archaeological sites can
be protected neither by the police nor by archaeologists, for even their combined
numbers are still significantly less than the potential offenders, and they naturally
have many other responsibilities. In the long-term perspective, the only force that
can protect archaeological monuments is an informed public that understands its
surroundings and appreciates their value. We believe that those who want to
intentionally damage archaeological sites already know where to find them. However, it is truly ironic that those sites are not known to people who live in their vicinity and who may in fact be willing to protect them if they were endangered (of
course, not on their own but by quickly informing the appropriate public authorities). It is precisely this paradox that the Archaeological Atlas is trying to correct, at
least to a certain degree.
The second point is also intentional and stems from the authors’ research paradigm. The authors deliberately aim to advocate archaeological monuments of
modernity as a meaningful field of study. Although this line of research has already
been established and is systematically developed at some institutions (e.g. at the
Department of Archaeology of the University of West Bohemia in Pilsen or at the
Faculty of Humanities of the Charles University in Prague), it has not yet fully
penetrated into public consciousness. For example, a standard (and, in many
situations, successful) excuse of metal detector users is that they are not seeking
archaeological finds, but just the remains from World War II. However, even these
remains belong to the field of archaeology, and not only for reasons of the
consistency of research concepts. They belong there primarily because they contain
interesting information about the past, and we may only regret that they are
disappearing so quickly. (Hopefully, the coming Monument Act will, at least, define
archaeological finds in a way that even remains of this dating will be effectively
protected by the law).
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The archaeology of modernity is represented in the Archaeological Atlas by only a
few, albeit very impressive monuments. They mostly include sites associated with
the events of World War II and its consequences, including an example of “dark
modernity” – the remains of the prison camp at Rolava. Other sites of a similar
dating are also typical examples of the times from which they originate: a border fort
from 1938 at Kytlické Mlýny, a partisan underground shelter at Zbyslavec or
villages and towns deserted after the World War II, i.e. Pořejov, Čistá (Lauterbach)
and Knížecí Pláně. The cognitive role of archaeological monuments (obtaining new
information about the past) blends here effectively with the didactic function (the
possibility to demonstrate certain aspects of history) and the appellative one:
visitors cannot stroll through these sites without being impressed by the tangible
testament of recent tragic events. The archaeology of modernity captures those
aspects of the past life and institutions that are not reflected in other types of sources,
and, thus, they provide irreplaceable authentic testimony. In this way, they can also
contribute to the methodological development of archaeology as well as to increasing its social prestige.
Last but not least, the Atlas also offers foreign visitors educational information
about Czech archaeological monuments, mainly with the fairly extensive English
summary, an abstract for each site, translations of the map captions and legends, as
well as the full English version of the website. Strictly speaking, this is the first
systematic information for those travelling through Bohemia without a predetermined target in mind, but who intend to learn about the local archaeological heritage.
We would also like to gratefully mention here two foreign publications that
inspired us when we first thought about the Atlas, naturally with the awareness that
they are just two titles we came across by chance within the broad spectrum of many
others titles (Bord – Bord 1979; Michaelsen 2003).

12.4 FURTHER DEVELOPMENT?
Another book covering the archaeological sites of Moravia and Silesia (i.e. the
eastern part of the CR) set for publication this year was also prepared within the
AMCR project. The team of our collaborators at the partner institution7 decided that
the Moravian counterpart will have different title as well as format; in principle, however, it should include information on a similar number of sites and follow a similar
structure of the text as the Bohemian volume.
The difference of the second volume complicates, though not entirely rules out,
the possibility that the Archaeological Atlas of Bohemia will be followed by a series of
further publications that would present, in a similar way, regional or thematic sets of
archaeological sites. Originally, the Atlas authors had something like this in mind,
but neither the extent nor forms of such a task have been discussed thus far.

7

National Heritage Institute, team of authors led by M. Tomášek.
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Development of the Archaeological Atlas project could also occur through the website.
Currently, the Atlas website is fairly well frequented (during the first ten months of
its existence it has been visited 60,000 times by approximately 9,000 unique visitors.
It would be, for example, possible to customize the website to include Moravian sites
as well as possibly other monuments unpublished in book form.
Whether or not the Archaeological Atlas of Bohemia will have a sequel, the authors
are grateful for any comments or criticism from either the scientific community or
the public. Feedback from these parties is definitely seen as an important enrichment
of their personal experience, but also as a potential contribution to a broader
exchange on topics that should be discussed in Czech archaeology or within an even
wider context.
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